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The Blessed Hope! 

 “Looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the 
great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ;” –(Titus 2:13) 

 

Diamond & Nugget #200 

Pope Francis: "Only Together can we Heal the World" and "Stop the Ecological 
Catastrophe" 
 
On September 19, 2023, Pope Francis participated by video in the Clinton Global 
Initiative forum and once again reiterated his warning message to world leaders about 
the coming climate catastrophe. By creating a state of perpetual ecological crisis, Pope 
Francis can justify the acceleration of the globalization of our economies. By preaching 
his climate doom message about the end of the world, an authoritarian system of 
government to dominate the entire planet can be more easily accepted. 
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The Vatican Press Office published the following statements made by Pope Francis, 
which support the United Nations 2023 agenda: 
 
• "It is important to spread a culture of encounter, a culture of dialogue, a culture of 
listening and understanding." [1] 
 
• "It is necessary to share our views on how to contribute to the common good ... Only 
together we can come out of it better -together. Only together can we heal the world 
from the anonymity of the globalization of indifference." [1] 
 
"It is time to work together to stop the ecological catastrophe, before it is too late. That is 
why I have decided to write a new document, ten years after the Encyclical Laudato Si'." 
[1] 
 
"Let us stop while there is time, please - let us stop while there is time." [1] 
 
A remarkable phenomenon is taking place in today's political and religious world. There 
is an alignment taking place in which political and religious leaders are uniting to 
promote the very same message. The world is uniting under Pope Francis' leadership to 
save the planet, even as sin and lawlessness continue to spread at an alarming rate. 
 
Laudato Si' has become the new dogma of faith for the church and for society. The 
message for the new world order is not about stopping the catastrophe of sin, 
disobedience to God, or the complete rejection of His word. The new gospel is to get 
everyone to embrace the ecological conversion and the new sustainable economy 
based on papal doctrines. 
 
All of the global powers are essentially saying the same thing. The message has 
become indistinguishable. Church and state are preaching the same sermon. Why is 
that so? The answer is quite simple: 
 
"For all nations have drunk of the wine (Catholic social doctrines) of the wrath of 
her fornication, and the kings of the earth have committed fornication with her, 
and the merchants of the earth are waxed rich through the abundance of her 
delicacies." –(Revelation 18:3) 
 
Rome speaks, and the world listens. Pope Francis commands, and the sheep obey. 
Some people do it for financial gain, others out of convenience, and still others, like 
many of our church leaders, out of a fear of defying the beast of revelation. The entire 
world has jumped on the same train, and Pope Francis is the conductor. Here, the 
world's political and religious leaders can be seen wholly selling out to Rome's one-
world government. 
 
"And the ten horns which thou sawest are ten kings, which have received no 
kingdom as yet; but receive power as kings one hour with the beast. These have 
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one mind, and shall give their power and strength unto the beast." –(Revelation 
17:12, 13) 
 
 

Economic Collapse Imminent 
Jim Willie joined Patrick at ‘Patriot Underground’ on September 15th, 2023 to discuss 
the latest financial developments and to analyze the final stages of the war.  The fact 
that the House of Rothschild began selling off their massive fine arts holdings, 
consisting of the world’s most famous painting and related art works last month 
suspiciously confirms my favorite financial prognosticator.  Jim Willie holds a PhD from 
Carnegie-Mellon University in Pittsburgh.  He publishes the ‘Golden Jack Ass’ Letter to 
which very rich clients subscribe and read. 
 
Jim Willie says we are entering the "accelerating final phase", a "quickening" towards a 
U.S. Government debt default, as other countries begin dumping their Treasury Bonds 
on a mass scale. Oddly, it hasn't really affected the exchange rates with the U.S. dollar. 
Jim says this is because all foreign currencies have the U.S. Treasury bond as their 
foundation. 
 
"Consider this thought," he says, "None of the currencies have a legitimate basis. 
They're all from the Rothschild model of a debt foundation – and what is the global 
currency reserve for a debt foundation but the Treasury Bond? So, the Yen has a 
Treasury Bond as its foundation.” 
 
Here's the consequence: Their Yen went down. It went 22.5% down in a 12-month 
period!...More than 4% or 5% is big. It went down 22.5% and caused a major Japanese 
government debt crisis and banking crisis and they made it worse by printing more 
money to cover their debt...and now, they're having inflation problem, they're having a 
big run, a huge demand for gold...There's your model! 
 
"Country after country is going to dump Treasury Bonds, as a result. They're going to 
create a price inflation problem...The dollar is going to be rejected at U.S. ports. I 
believe it's been rejected for over a year." 
 
Jim says he's told by a dock worker official that the rumors about pre-2015 Diesel trucks 
needing to be retrofitted and union strikes were fake – they were told to go on strike as 
a cover story, because T-Bills were not accepted at the port by the Chinese cargo ships. 
I can confirm what Jim has revealed though from other sources I had read from UP and 
BNSF railroads that transport both empty and loaded box containers from the ports of 
San Diego and Long Beach.  The railroads were under directions to delay shipments so 
as to add delay time and could be blamed on logistics and ship dwell times sitting 
offshore.  It was all about payment means to the Chinese shippers. 
 
Jim says there's about to be an inexorable multi-trillion-dollar transfer of T-Bills into gold, 
which will have the effect of momentarily raising the value of the dollar. Jim says that 

https://forbiddenknowledgetv.slclktrk004.com/track/click?linkData=1-c624eyJsaW5rIjoiaHR0cHM6XC9cL2dvbGRlbi1qYWNrYXNzLmNvbSIsIm5ld3NsZXR0ZXJJZCI6IjE4MDMiLCJzdWJzY3JpYmVySWQiOjIxMTMsImRvbWFpbiI6ImZvcmJpZGRlbmtub3dsZWRnZXR2IiwidGltZSI6MTY5NTIxMTMzNywiZGVsIjoxMCwic2VuZGVyIjoxfQ
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while other forecasters are predicting a dollar implosion, he is predicting a dollar 
supernova before it disappears. 
 
Jim says the result is going to be massive shortages from import supply interruption. 
There's going to be a black market for Asian goods coming through Canadian and 
Mexican tunnels. The use of XRP will come into play. 
 
He says the BRICS is all about de-dollarization and the main point of contention among 
them is that the non-Chinese members don't want the BRICS currency to have social 
credit attached to it. 
 
‘Patriot Underground’ host, Patrick asks Jim what he thinks the role of China is in this 
5th Generation War and does he think President Xi is a White Hat? Because he 
[President Xi] seems to be pushing the Fascist Rockefeller-UN Social Credit system. 
 
Jim replies that China is a puzzle wrapped in an enigma and that he has never been 
one to claim to fully understand China however, he says, "Here's my interpretation. Xi is 
a White Hat, he's part of the Trump-Putin-Xi 'TPX Triumverate' and their main mission is 
to avoid nuclear conflagration – keep that in mind – their main mission is to avoid 
nuclear war.”  The Pentagon is trying to do the opposite and what Jim is sharing is proof 
that the U.S. wants a war to wipe the debt imbalance off the books.   
 
There are going to be plenty of skirmishes and we've got a very, very big skirmish in 
Ukraine and we might have another skirmish in Taiwan... 
 
"Here's my interpretation of President Xi: He withstood an assassination attempt and a 
coup attempt. I don't know the result of the assassination attempt and I don't want to get 
caught up in that here, because its complex and he might have been taken out. Let's not 
get caught up in that.” 
 
"But he had to withstand an assassination attempt and a coup attempt, so what I believe 
he's doing is he's trying to install through the backdoor a capitalist system that's in 
keeping with the Chinese Army Corporation, which is their biggest capitalist 
corporation.” 
 
"They've got a big problem, because they've not been able to dissolve adequately 
Evergrande. I believe Evergrande is ten times bigger than Lehmann...They cannot 
dissolve it, nor resolve it. So, it is bringing down the Communist pillars within their 
economy.” 
 
"I believe Xi is trying to do the capitalist agenda while giving lip service to the 
Communist agenda. And the lip service includes the Rothschild-UN-banking-credit-
scoring model – which, privately, I believe Xi hopes that it fails – but I think he's giving it 
lip service.” 
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"Now, he noticed the failure in Shanghai, where people were jumping off balconies, 
because they didn't have any money, couldn't get food. That's the sort of thing that 
happens with credit scoring but that Shanghai story was much bigger, because I believe 
Shanghai was the political opposition center for the Chinese Communist Party.” 
 
"Remember, we do not want the credit-scoring system, nor do we want the 
Central Bank Digital Currency. We don't want that. That is a Fascist [Rothschild] 
tool. 
 
"I want the Digital Gold Token. The BRICS Gold Token is a Gold Utility Token that 
cannot be interfered with. You can't do a currency hit, like with the Turkish Lira or 
the Venezuelan Bolivar. You can't do that! The Iranian Rial. You can't do that!  The 
Gold Token for the BRICS is a Gold Utility Token. Sign up for the Hat Trick 
newsletter to learn more about all these things.” 
 
"The only way to interfere with the Gold Utility Token is by taking down the gold 
price and that ain't gonna happen, because there are tens of billions of dollars – 
hundred coming – billions in Treasury Bonds to be dumped, in order to buy gold. 
Good luck trying to interfere with the rising gold prices.” 
 
"We are, I think, months away from a sudden discontinuous move up in the gold 
and silver prices. I mean, like – suddenly it's $3,500/oz gold. Suddenly, It's $8,200 
gold. Suddenly, overnight. Suddenly...” 
 
"Let me leave you with a very big gem. In 1995...the Basel BIS Bank for International 
Settlements Chairman...a guy named Zijlstra, a Dutch banker. He was their Chairman 
for years. In 1995, he made a statement that eventually, the Rothschild – he was 
referring to the Rothschild Central Bank franchise – he said, eventually, the group of 
central banks are going to paint themselves into a corner and it's going to be of 
insolvency, from rising debt, because he realized that every year, there's more debt, 
more debt, not just the economy but in governments, sovereign debt, Treasury Bonds, 
etc.” 
 
"He said eventually, the central banks are going to paint themselves into a corner 
of insolvency. And notice, we're in that right now. Every major central bank within 
the Rothschild system is in insolvency right now, because they're raising interest 
rates to prevent an instant Treasury Bond default. They're raising rates to defend 
the auctions and they're not going well, even with higher interest rates...and their 
bond holdings at the central banks are going down in value from rising interest 
rates...” 
 
"By September-October, we're going to be in an accelerating breakdown stage and 
we're going to have a lot of 'events' that'll be clear as day and we're beginning to get 
them. We have a lot of shake, rattle and roll and not too much is breaking yet but we're 
getting a lot of shake, rattle and roll.” 
 

https://forbiddenknowledgetv.slclktrk004.com/track/click?linkData=1-bc74eyJsaW5rIjoiaHR0cHM6XC9cL2VuLndpa2lwZWRpYS5vcmdcL3dpa2lcL0JhbmtfZm9yX0ludGVybmF0aW9uYWxfU2V0dGxlbWVudHMjQklTX0NoYWlycyIsIm5ld3NsZXR0ZXJJZCI6IjE4MDMiLCJzdWJzY3JpYmVySWQiOjIxMTMsImRvbWFpbiI6ImZvcmJpZGRlbmtub3dsZWRnZXR2IiwidGltZSI6MTY5NTIxMTMzNywiZGVsIjoxMCwic2VuZGVyIjoxfQ
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"I believe Maui was a desperation event...I don't talk about the weapons, I just say, 'a 
hit'. Dr. Judy Wood had her life largely destroyed at Virginia Tech for talking openly 
about the DEW. Her mother was murdered, her top PhD student was murdered and a 
friend was murdered and her bank accounts were sacked. Let's not talk about the actual 
weapon. Let's just say, 'Maui got hit from aerial attack.'”  Dr. Judy Wood is the author of 
‘Where Did The Towers Go’. Dr. Judy Wood’s posits the view that the WTC towers were 
vaporized by advanced Nikola Tesla scalar wave technology.  I’m reading that book 
finally after sitting on my work table for more than a year. 
 
"We're about to get a lot of really important events. Notice, that for the last 4 months, 
the Fed has not shared any income with the Department of the Treasury? They're 
insolvent! They're not making any money. And all the big banks are a reflection of the 
central bank, with magnification, because they use debt leverage.” 
 
"The big banks are croaking. The big banks are breaking BIG TIME and I believe we're 
going to see Bank of America and Wells Fargo soon in bankruptcy." 
 
My alarm first went off when I read that the House of Rothschild was selling off its world 
class fine arts collection, worth hundreds of billions of dollars.  These people usually are 
backstopping and funding the pawn shops of the world and now they are on the other 
side of the counter, and that is truly alarming.  Years ago I watched the TV program 
‘Pawn Stars’ and I was curious who bankrolled pawn stars, only to discover the 
Rothschild’s operate an entity unit that deals with the pawn shop business.  Back home 
in Braddock, PA home of U.S. Steel’s Edgar Thompson Works, all the businesses and 
shops for eight block-long are closed except for a lone pawn shop and a poultry store. 
 
The Four Horsemen of Banking (Bank of America, JP Morgan Chase, Citigroup and 
Wells Fargo) own the Four Horsemen of Oil (Exxon Mobil, Royal Dutch/Shell, BP and 
Chevron Texaco); in tandem with Deutsche Bank, BNP, Barclays and other European 
old money behemoths.  But their monopoly over the global economy does not end at 
the edge of the oil patch. 
 
According to company 10K filings to the SEC, the Four Horsemen of Banking are 
among the top ten stock holders of virtually every Fortune 500 corporation.  So who 
then are the stockholders in these money center banks? 
 
This information is guarded much more closely. Queries to bank regulatory agencies 
regarding stock ownership in the top 25 U.S. bank holding companies were given 
Freedom of Information Act status, before being denied on “national security” grounds. 
This is rather ironic, since many of the bank’s stockholders reside in Europe. 
 
One important repository for the wealth of the global oligarchy that owns these bank 
holding companies is U.S. Trust Corporation – founded in 1853 and now owned by 
Bank of America.  A recent U.S. Trust Corporate Director and Honorary Trustee was 
Walter Rothschild. Other directors included Daniel Davison of JP Morgan Chase, 

https://forbiddenknowledgetv.slclktrk004.com/track/click?linkData=1-c5f9eyJsaW5rIjoiaHR0cHM6XC9cL2ZvcmJpZGRlbmtub3dsZWRnZXR2Lm5ldFwvY2F0ZWdvcnlcL2RyLWp1ZHktd29vZFwvIiwibmV3c2xldHRlcklkIjoiMTgwMyIsInN1YnNjcmliZXJJZCI6MjExMywiZG9tYWluIjoiZm9yYmlkZGVua25vd2xlZGdldHYiLCJ0aW1lIjoxNjk1MjExMzM3LCJkZWwiOjEwLCJzZW5kZXIiOjF9
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Richard Tucker of Exxon Mobil, Daniel Roberts of Citigroup and Marshall Schwartz of 
Morgan Stanley. 
 
J. W. McCallister, an oil industry insider with House of Saud connections, wrote in ‘The 
Grim Reaper’ that information he acquired from Saudi bankers cited 80% ownership of 
the New York Federal Reserve Bank- by far the most powerful Fed branch- by just eight 
families, four of which reside in the U.S. 
 
They are the Goldman Sachs, Rockefellers, Lehman’s and Kuhn Loeb’s of New York; 
the Rothschild’s of Paris and London; the Warburg’s of Hamburg; the Lazard’s of Paris; 
and the Israel Moses Seifs of Rome. 
 
CPA Thomas D. Schauf corroborates McCallister’s claims, adding that ten banks control 
all twelve Federal Reserve Bank branches. 
 
He names N.M. Rothschild of London, Rothschild Bank of Berlin, Warburg Bank of 
Hamburg, Warburg Bank of Amsterdam, Lehman Brothers of New York, Lazard 
Brothers of Paris, Kuhn Loeb Bank of New York, Israel Moses Seif Bank of Italy, 
Goldman Sachs of New York and JP Morgan Chase Bank of New York. Schauf lists 
William Rockefeller, Paul Warburg, Jacob Schiff and James Stillman as individuals who 
own large shares of the Fed. 
 
The Schiff’s are insiders at Kuhn Loeb. The Stillman’s are Citigroup insiders, who 
married into the Rockefeller clan at the turn of the century. 
 
Eustace Mullins came to the same conclusions in his book ‘The Secrets of the Federal 
Reserve’, in which he displays charts connecting the Fed and its member banks to the 
families of Rothschild, Warburg, Rockefeller and the others. 
 
The control that these banking families exert over the global economy cannot be 
overstated and is quite intentionally shrouded in secrecy. Their corporate media arm is 
quick to discredit any information exposing this private central banking cartel as 
“conspiracy theory”. Yet the facts remain. 
 
The Federal Reserve Bank was born in 1913, the same year U.S. banking scion J. 
Pierpont Morgan died and the Rockefeller Foundation was formed. 
 
The House of Morgan presided over American finance from the corner of Wall Street 
and Broad, acting as quasi-U.S. central bank since 1838, when George Peabody 
founded it in London. 
 
Peabody was a business associate of the Rothschild’s. In 1952 Fed researcher Eustace 
Mullins put forth the supposition that the Morgan’s were nothing more than Rothschild 
agents. Mullins wrote that the Rothschild’s, “…preferred to operate anonymously in the 
U.S. behind the facade of J.P. Morgan & Company”.  The story is much longer than I 
can share here but if the Rothschild’s are falling on hard times, Jim Willie has confirmed 
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why so!  The BRICS nations are refuting the Rothschild’s as being a player in the New 
World Order.  That will likely result in a global financial meltdown and a global world war 
since the Rothschild’s are interlinked with Prince Charles as the Antichrist.   
 
As I have been following all the news related to Mr.“666” and his “Sustainable 
Development” SDGs, the Rothschild’s are determined to impose their New World Order 
and they will pull out all the stops to provoke a war wherever they feel it will serve their 
purpose and agenda.  Get ready and stay ready.  The end of the highway in all of this 
criminal activity, by the men who were instrumental in the growth of the U.S. since the 
late 19th century is in big trouble.  The Rothschild dynasty is rotting from the inside out!  
 

 
U.S., Other Governments Funding 6,000+ Studies on How to 
Overcome Vaccine Hesitancy 
By Dr. Robert Malone 
 
Pubmed is a government aggregator site for peer-reviewed research.  Recently, a 
search on Pubmed using the search terms “COVID-19 vaccines” revealed a shocking 
trend. So, what did I find? 
 
There are literally thousands of peer-reviewed studies on vaccine hesitancy and how 
the government can overcome it. In sum, there are over 6,000 such studies on Pubmed. 
 
A more narrowly focused search on endnote pulled up about 1,250 studies. These 
studies have a wide range of topics, but most focus on which groups of people are 
vaccine-hesitant, statistics on these populations, as well as how to overcome vaccine 
hesitancy through propaganda, censorship, the law and behavioral control. 
 
The fact is that our government, governments from around the world, the World Health 
Organization and UNICEF have spent billions of dollars in a misguided attempt to try to 
figure out how to make people take (coerce, compel and entice) these experimental 
medical products (COVID-19 vaccines). This was clearly a coordinated effort. 
 
This monumental worldwide effort to manipulate beliefs has eliminated informed 
consent. Informed consent is the idea that a person must be given sufficient information 
before making decisions about their medical care. 
 
Pertinent information includes the risks and benefits of treatments, the patient’s role in 
treatment, alternative treatments and the person’s right to refuse treatment. 
 
When people cannot get reliable safety information on whether to take an experimental 
product or any medical product, when they are being coerced and are not informed of 
important safety considerations, informed consent is gone. 
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Of particular concern is the vaccine hesitancy clinical trials that are specifically designed 
to see what types of propaganda, nudging, computational propaganda and behavioral 
modifications work best to elicit compliance from entire populations. 
 
In funding such studies, the government and worldwide leadership have endeavored to 
eliminate informed consent. 
 
Remember, the U.S. only has Emergency Use Authorized COVID-19 vaccines 
available. These products have not had to go through the rigors of the clinical trial 
process to receive full licensure. 
 
Of course, much of what has been labeled as misinformation over the past three years 
has been proven to be true. People were not allowed to know the truth through 
propaganda, censorship and coercion. 
 
These studies have been bought and paid for mostly by the U.S. government, UNICEF 
or NGO (non-governmental organization) / astroturf organizations working on their 
behalf. 
 
This is basically taxpayer-funded market research to garner compliance for the COVID-
19 vaccine rollout. Marketing research and methods to coerce large populations by the 
U.S. government for the likes of Pfizer and Moderna. 
 
So, Dr. Mandy Cohen, the director of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention is 
right. These experimental vaccines have been studied more than any vaccine in history 
— to ensure 100% uptake by the global population. 
 
Below is a recent paper, whose authors work for the U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services (HHS) — our government. 
 
From the abstract: 
 
“The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services launched the We Can Do This 
public education campaign in April 2021 to increase vaccine confidence. 
 
“The campaign uses a mix of digital, television, print, radio, and out-of-home channels 
to reach target audiences. … 
 
“The size and length of the Department of Health and Human Services We Can Do This 
public education campaign make it uniquely situated to examine the impact of a digital 
campaign on COVID-19 vaccination, which may help inform future vaccine 
communication efforts and broader public education efforts. 
 
“These findings suggest that campaign digital dose is positively associated with COVID-
19 vaccination uptake among US adults; future research assessing campaign impact on 
reduced COVID-19–attributed morbidity and mortality and other benefits is 
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recommended. This study indicates that digital channels have played an important role 
in the COVID-19 pandemic response. 
 
“Digital outreach may be integral in addressing future pandemics and could even play a 
role in addressing nonpandemic public health crises.” 
 
Re-read that last sentence again. Not only did the HHS have a huge campaign to 
program our minds during COVID-19 to increase uptake of the “vaccine;” they are now 
planning how to use this “digital outreach” for non-pandemic purposes. 
 
This campaign bombarded the American people with propaganda, paid for by the U.S. 
government. 
 
From the article: 
 
“The We Can Do This campaign aims to influence COVID-19 vaccine confidence and 
uptake through the dissemination of advertisements (e.g., 30-second videos and static 
images with text) that address key attitudinal and behavioral constructs relevant to 
these outcomes across a mix of traditional and new media channels. 
 
These channels include television, radio, and print media; site direct (digital advertising 
directly purchased on websites), programmatic (digital advertising purchased through 
automated marketplace platforms to reach audiences across a range of websites, apps, 
and platforms), and paid social media (advertising bought directly on social media 
platforms) advertisements; earned media; partnerships; and influencer engagement. 
 
To reach diverse audiences, the campaign has engaged simultaneously with the 
general population and with specific racial and ethnic audiences through tailored 
communications in more than 14 languages, including English and Spanish. 
 
Between April 5 and September 26, 2021, according to Nielsen Digital and Total Ad 
Ratings (see Multimedia Appendix 1), the campaign is estimated to have reached more 
than 90 percent of U.S. adults an average of 20.9 times across measured television and 
digital channels (Nielsen Digital Ad Ratings, unpublished data, 2021). In addition to the 
campaign’s national reach, it also delivered extra ads to markets, zip codes, and 
population segments with higher proportions of vaccine-hesitant adults and higher 
COVID-19 prevalence. As the vaccination uptake rate varied across designated market 
areas (DMAs), the campaign also took vaccination rates into account when deciding 
where to deliver these extra ads to help encourage first-dose vaccination.” 
 
 

11 WEEKS TO GO! 
"WE HAVE ONLY SEVEN YEARS LEFT BEFORE 2030" -- President of UNGA 16:30 
https://youtu.be/RR2uHEdXh4A  
 
"IN THE REMAINING SEVEN YEARS" -- President of UNGA approx. at 6:00ff 

https://youtu.be/RR2uHEdXh4A
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https://youtu.be/NupELTWPyBo  
 
THE UNGA SDG SUMMIT BEGINS PHASE III OF THE GLOBAL STOCKTAKE 
WHICH ENDS DECEMBER 12, 2023. 
 

HALFTIME SHOW! 
THE UNGA AND COP28 ARE PREPARING TO RESET FOR THEIR COUNTERFEIT 
MILLENNIUM, HEAVEN ON EARTH, THEIR IMAGINATION OF A PERFECT WORLD 
WITHOUT GOD BEGINNING IN 2030. 
 
THE RESET IS SCHEDULED FOR DECEMBER 12th OF2023, COP28 UAE UNDER 
THE TITLE OF STRENGTHENING OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION. 
 
Portion of poem presented by Solome Agbaroji -- Halftime Show 9/18 UNGA. 
If you knew of this place (Oasis 2030) wouldn't you want to go, even if the road was 
paved with uncertainty, tribulation, bottle caps and mishaps and if I said you were just 
halfway there, would you fall to your knees amidst the deserted Battleground, the wilting 
wilderness, the incinerated pages and piles of plastics, the deafeningly hot weathered 
rock etching extinction into your waving white flag. 
 
No, we must go for every tree that must grow for every species worth saving for every 
child that needs books for every conflict that needs resolution for every woman that 
deserves equality let's reach the end zone and make it. 
 
To that beautiful place no one has ever seen but everyone wants (Heaven on earth - 
Oasis) to go in, our lives on our Earth, that place that we call Oasis. 
 
Message they are getting across: Wouldn't you want to go to their Perfect World if you 
had to walk through tribulation first? 
 
The 28th session of the Conference of the Parties (COP28) to the UNFCCC will be held 
in Dubai from 30 November to 12 December 2023. In the coming months, the UAE 
office selects and shares articles to keep you, the reader, informed on preparations and 
perspectives from the wider Arabian Gulf. 
 
COP28 WEEKLY UPDATE: 
 
INTERNATIONAL ENERGY AGENCY (IEA) MARKS 'BEGINNING OF END' OF 
FOSSIL FUEL ERA 
The IEA expects global demand for oil, natural gas and coal to peak before the end of 
2030 and projects that the consumption of the three major fossil fuels will start to 
decline this decade, due to the rapid growth of renewable energy and the spread of 
electric vehicles. IEA's Executive Director, Fatih Birol, still called on policymakers to 
speed up the energy transition and reduce emissions. 
 

https://youtu.be/NupELTWPyBo
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ANNUAL CLIMATE WEEK IN NEW YORK KICKS OFF ALONGSIDE OF UN 
GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
The Climate Week NYC brings together some 400 events and is held from September 
17-24. It takes place every year in partnership with the UN General Assembly, in 
coordination with the UN and the City of New York. This upcoming week also sees the 
SDG Summit (18-19 September), the Climate Ambition Summit (20 September) and of 
course the UN General Assembly meetings. 
 
COP28 PRESIDENCY CHAMPIONS CLEAN ENERGY TRANSITIONS WITH NEW 
INITIATIVE 
The COP28 Presidency introduced the Energy Transition Changemakers Initiative, 
designed to facilitate the formation of future-oriented energy systems. The initiative 
invites projects from across the globe in the categories renewables and clean power, 
energy efficiency, heavy emitting sectors and low-carbon hydrogen. All organizations, 
irrespective of size and location, are eligible to participate. 
 
PRINCIPAL PARTNERS AND SPONSORS ANNOUNCED FOR COP28 
The UAE telecom company e& was named as Principal Technology Partner, and the 
consultancy EY as the Principal Business Partner. Large international sponsors include 
IBM, Baker Hughes, Korea Hydro and Nuclear Power Company, Investcorps, and 
Kuehne+Nagel as delivery partner. UAE partners include Masdar, DEWA, DP World, 
Expo City, and three local banks (FAB, Mashreq and Emirates NBD). 
 
GUYANA'S PRESIDENT PUSHES FOR A 'BALANCED' APPROACH TO CLIMATE 
TALKS 
The Atlantic Council hosted a conversation with Guyanese President Irfaan Ali, to talk 
about its emerging role as a leader on energy, climate change and food security. The 
Caribbean country of less than one million people has seen its global profile rise along 
with its recent oil boom. With a track record of protecting its environment, Ali wants to 
help set the agenda at the COP28. 
 
CLIMATE PROTESTERS IN NEW YORK AND ACROSS THE GLOBE SEND 
MESSAGE TO UN 
Thousands of protesters kicked off "Climate Week" and filled the streets of Manhattan, 
ahead of the UN General Assembly this week, calling for President Joe Biden and world 
leaders to end fossil fuel use. Some of the 15,000 expected protestors waved signs that 
read "End Fossil Fuel Use" and "Fossil Fuels Kill" and "Declare a Climate Emergency." 
 
AL GORE BLASTS FOSSIL FUEL INDUSTRY'S 'CAPTURE' OF UN CLIMATE 
AGENDA 
Former US-vice president and climate campaigner Al Gore said it was "time to abandon 
the mistaken assumption" that oil and gas companies and petrostates were "good faith 
participants" during the UNFCCC process. His view stands in contrast with the US 
climate envoy, John Kerry, who has backed the attendance of industry executives at 
COP28 as necessary to effect change. 
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QATAR TO FUND $4 BILLION UK GREEN RESEARCH HUB 
The Qatar Foundation aims to provide $1.5 billion in seed funding to startups and a total 
of $4 billion investment in the UK through the establishment of a 'green' research hub. 
The project aims to encourage research in green aircraft fuel, carbon capture and 
storage, and long-term energy storage. Rolls-Royce provides technical knowledge and 
a research facility will be established in Doha as part of the deal. 
 

 
 
SAUDI ARABIA IN RACE AGAINST TIME TO ACHIEVE 2030 GREEN ELECTRICITY 
GOAL 
Al Monitor analyzes that the largest Arab economy needs to bring online 50 times more 

renewable power‑generating capacity to meet its ambition of 58.7 gigawatts of clean 

electricity generation by 2030. In addition to wind and solar power, Saudi Arabia hopes 
to build its first nuclear power plant, in part to feed its grid with low-carbon power when 
renewable resources are not available. 
 
HUMAN RIGHTS GROUPS SEND COP28 DEMANDS TO UAE, GOVERNMENTS 
More than 200 civil society groups addressed the COP28 Presidency, and all 
participating governments, with a series of demands concerning human rights, including 
the decriminalization of LGBTQ individuals and compensation for migrant workers who 
helped to build the COP facilities. The UAE reacted, noting that it welcomes 
constructive dialogue and that during COP28 visitors will be permitted to “assemble 
peacefully to have their voices heard in designated areas”. 
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UAE'S DIPLOMATIC ACADEMY LAUNCHES NEW CENTER FOR CLIMATE 
DIPLOMACY 
The Anwar Gargash Diplomatic Academy (AGDA), in partnership with Mubadala and 
ADNOC, announced the establishment of a new Center for Climate Diplomacy. The aim 
of the center is to advance effective climate change research, underline the importance 
of research in guiding the UAE’s foreign policy on climate change and inspire ambitious 
climate action. 
 
In order to help readers to understand all of this Sustainable Development SDGs, we 
(the world) are being mentally conditioned (psyop) in hyping the grand plan of 
establishing utopia (heaven) on earth.  If a person is not a Bible-believing Christian, or 
understands Bible Prophecy (History told in advance) they are unlikely to grasp and 
understand what is really happening.  The background theater is being orchestrated to 
play with the minds of all parties and peoples of the world.  Craig Bong is a Antichrist 
watcher and understands how all of this fits into the hype and propaganda. 
 
More important than who appeared at United Nations summit may have been 
those who did NOT appear! 
 
Leo Homann posted this about the two figures below that were not present at the 
UN General Assembly Opening Session.  His comments are inciteful. 
  
The more important meeting may be going on today through Friday in Paris: Elites 
planning strategy to roll out World War III, which will likely be fully manifest by 2024 
 

 
 
Joe Biden, the corrupt, illegitimate president of the United States, addressed the United 
Nations General Assembly at its summit in New York on Tuesday. 
 

https://substackcdn.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fsubstack-post-media.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2Fed81e743-9170-4acc-9277-5c55ca7e3239_474x320.jpeg
https://substackcdn.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fsubstack-post-media.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2Fed81e743-9170-4acc-9277-5c55ca7e3239_474x320.jpeg
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And what did he focus on? Of course, he pointed everyone to Ukraine. That’s where the 
globalists want all of us around the world to look with our eyes full of hate for one side or 
the other. 
 
Biden appealed to world leaders at the UN to stand with Ukraine against “Russian 
aggression,” stating: 
 
"Russia believes that the world will grow weary and allow it to brutalize Ukraine without 
consequence. If we allow Ukraine to be carved up, is the independence of any nation 
secure?” 
 
Globalists love to talk about national sovereignty like its sacrosanct whenever it furthers 
their overarching agenda of pushing the nations into their one-world system. Truth is, 
they couldn’t care less about Ukraine’s “independence.” They are using Ukraine as a 
flashpoint to drive a wedge between the U.S. and Russia. They need to destroy what’s 
left of American and Russian independence. America is an impediment to the New 
World Order because of its strong middle class, a mostly liberty-loving bunch whose life 
and work habits don’t fit in the Great Reset (they like to drive cars, fly on planes and live 
in homes considered much too lavish for the green economy). 
 
But Russia is also an impediment to the New World Order. It has a strong nationalist 
leader and a bevy of natural resources, both of which must be brought to heel and 
folded into the one-world system. A strong Russia out there selling cheap natural gas to 
Europe does not fit the Great Reset model of nations being interdependent within a 
global economy of net-zero carbon emissions, biodiversity, and earth worship. China 
might be given a pass because its part of the new industrial base transferred from 
America and the West (somebody still has to build things), but not Russia. 
 
So, a World War III scenario seems all but guaranteed. It checks a lot of boxes for the 
global deep state that runs through Washington, New York, London, Paris and Geneva. 
Depopulation. Destruction of the U.S. middle-class. Destruction of Russian nationalism 
and the seizing of Russia’s vast natural resources. 
 
Biden played along at the U.N., like the good little stooge that he is. 
 
More interesting than who was in New York for the U.N. summit may be those who 
were not there. 
 
French President Emmanuel Macron skipped the meeting, which is one he normally 
makes a point of attending. 
 
According to the Associated Press: 
Emmanuel Macron is a regular attendee and this would have been British Prime 
Minister Rishi Sunak's first opportunity to address the General Assembly. Macron 
cited King Charles III's imminent visit; Sunak, a busy schedule. 
 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/everything-you-need-to-know-about-this-years-meeting-of-leaders-at-the-un-general-assembly/ar-AA1gRZYF
https://apnews.com/hub/emmanuel-macron
https://apnews.com/article/british-politics-queen-elizabeth-ii-inflation-king-charles-iii-economy-70f7310ca20e10d4d2d51585f246f62a
https://apnews.com/article/british-politics-queen-elizabeth-ii-inflation-king-charles-iii-economy-70f7310ca20e10d4d2d51585f246f62a
https://apnews.com/hub/king-charles-iii
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What does this mean? Apparently, in the eyes of Emmanuel Macron, preparing for a 
visit from King Charles was more important than going to address the United Nations 
and spending several days basking in the public spotlight, which is one of Macron’s 
favorite hobbies. 
 
CNN reports that Macron is “pulling out all the stops” for King Charles’ three-day state 
visit to France that began on Wednesday, one day after the UN summit concluded on 
Tuesday. The King and his Queen were welcomed in Paris on September 20, with 
fighter jets followed by lobster and caviar at a lavish state banquet at Versailles. 
 
This is very telling. Macron could have spent Monday or Tuesday in New York and then 
flown back to Paris to welcome the King on Wednesday. But he went overboard to 
please the King and prove his fealty. I have maintained for some time that King Charles 
is an extremely underrated global power-broker. Tim Cohen, author of The Antichrist 
and a Cup of Tea, has assembled much evidence that implicates Charles as a 
candidate for the Antichrist. I’m not ready to agree, but this man definitely bears 
watching.  (Leo needs to read the Bible!) 
 
Charles is considered the father of the global Sustainable Development movement and 
he has also been an outspoken advocate of pumping endless military weaponry into 
Ukraine. When the two sides, Russia and Ukraine, were ready to sit down and negotiate 
in April 2022, who was sent to Kiev to talk Zelensky out of engaging in peace talks? It 
was former UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson. This would not have happened without 
the blessing of Charles. 
 
Make no mistake, the Washington-New York-London connection is the core of the 
Luciferian globalist push toward a New World Order and the old-money European 
Royalty, as led by King Charles III, is more powerful than any individual politician 
operating right now on the world stage. The Royals are highly secretive and highly 
Masonic. It was Charles who initiated the push for a “Great Reset” and it is Charles who 
forms the core of the anti-Russian obsession of the globalist cabal. 
 
Top agenda items for the Macron-King Charles talks this week will include climate 
change, biodiversity, and the situation in Ukraine. The two men will no doubt discuss 
how they can further poke the bear and provoke an attack on the West that will rally the 
people and get them whipped up into war hysteria. 
 
They will also discuss how to keep the money flowing from Washington to the war effort, 
courtesy of the U.S. taxpayer. 
 
Biden has faced criticism from some Republicans who want the United States to spend 
less money on NATO’S war in Ukraine. These are the anti-establishment, anti-globalist, 
more independent wing of the Republican Party. 
 

https://edition.cnn.com/2023/09/20/europe/king-charles-france-state-visit-intl/index.html
https://edition.cnn.com/2023/09/20/europe/king-charles-france-state-visit-intl/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/other/king-charles-iii-and-queen-camilla-welcomed-in-paris-with-fighter-jets-and-blue-lobster/ar-AA1h0ybx
https://idoc.pub/documents/tim-cohen-the-antichrist-and-a-cup-of-teapdf-eljqkm11p741
https://idoc.pub/documents/tim-cohen-the-antichrist-and-a-cup-of-teapdf-eljqkm11p741
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Former president Donald Trump, the front-runner for the Republican nomination in the 
2024 presidential election, has vowed to seek a quick end to the war if returned to 
power. 
 
Trump has voiced skepticism about Washington's engagement with corrupt allies, 
especially in the NATO military alliance. He doesn’t talk tough enough against Putin and 
thus cannot be counted on to continue making war. Trump, in fact, has said he would 
“end the war within 24 hours.” 
 
I don’t believe much of anything Trump says. I think it’s all a game for him and in the 
end he will do whatever best suits his egotistic need for a “win.” His latest waffling on 
the abortion issue proves my point. But the fact is he’s just too unreliable and unwieldy 
for the globalist deep-state con artists. They have zero tolerance for politicians they 
can’t manage. 
 
The way the globalists work, they must have 100 percent, lockstep obedience from the 
politicians they own. So even if you are 90 to 99 percent on board with their policies, 
they will work to destroy your career if you are someone like Trump and trying to hold 
onto that 5 or 10 percent of independence. 
 
It’s becoming clear that this is the main reason why the deep-state neocon operatives in 
London, Washington and New York cannot allow Trump back in the White House. He is 
simply too unreliable when it comes to keeping the endless wars going. This is what 
fuels and funds the military-industrial complex and they must have one of their own in 
the White House to keep it going. Same thing goes for Speaker of the House, Senate 
majority leader, etc. These are all pawns in the hands of the Luciferians. 
 
We as Christians need to understand this and stop putting our faith in man. The system 
is corrupt and any man, or woman, who opposes it even a little will be shot down before 
they stand a chance to make a difference. Now is not a time for cowards. Stand up. 
Speak out. Do not comply with the beast system. Resist all evil coming from the system. 
    
 

KING OF VIRUSES 
INTERESTING FOR YOU 

 Bill Gates is sociopathic, hubristic, pedophile billionaire who made his fortune with 
crappy software, infected with viruses and with built in backdoors for his companions 
within the Deep State to do as they wish with our personal data. This arrogant know-it-
all was best friends with Jeffrey Epstein, having been to his pedophile island dozens of 
times. He is on that list. His wife divorced him because he is a pedophile. He was the 
geeky kid always picked last for a baseball or basketball game. He was picked on by 
the big kids and vowed to destroy them some day. 
 
Since he exited Microsoft in 2008, he has spent the last 15 years using his billions to 
buy off the media, buy off the World Health Organization, and conspire with Schwab, 
the WEF and the Davos elite to rule the world. He uses his extreme wealth as a cudgel 

https://clck.adskeeper.com/ghits/17172687/i/57687071/2/pp/1/1?h=tDa7Vh4ru21zlajAWmZCjC1u6U1wo5BPZXuAqPGEq3Do6uka6sVa1zMsGkdRpdlDunrRabAjHruFQjOhSnDY_A**&rid=d5500246-580b-11ee-82b8-c84bd684f2a6&ts=rumormillnews.com&tt=Referral&att=4&cpm=1&abd=1&iv=11&ct=1&gdprApplies=0&st=-240&mp4=1&h2=r76fItHJLLyMus7d7r3VRc4NXUFspORJ_VBWcpntmnc*&k=1354709fcffYq47ZxefYq47q4mffMjQ4*DM5Nw%3D%3Df!fM~fI6f.%3DffMjI3Ljc1ODk0MTY1MDM5MDYy*DE1M%244zODM5NDE2NTAzOTA2Mg%3D%3DffKb6LbBffTf%3AfaHR0cHM6Ly93d3cudGhlYnVybmluZ3BsYXRmb3JtLmNvb%248yMDIzLzA5LzE5L2tpbmctb2YtdmlydXNlcy8%3DfaHR0cHM6Ly93d3cucnVtb3JtaWxsbmV3cy5jb20vfaHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuc3RldmVxdWF5bGUuY29tLw%3D%3DfQ%3AfMjQ4*Dk2OHwyMTh8ODI0fMQ%3D%3DfIf!fcfMTUx*DIyN3wxMDN8MjUyfeAfQ8fYq47aFsf!fTW96aWxsY%2481LjAgKFdpbmRvd3MgTlQgNi4xOyBXaW42NDsgeDY0K%24BBcHBsZVdlYktpdC81MzcuMzYgKEtIVE1MLCBsaWtlIEdlY2tvK%24BDaHJvbWUvMTA5LjAuMC4wIFNhZmFya%2481MzcuMzYgT1B%24Lzk1LjAuMC4wfUERGVmlld2Vy*ENocm9tZVBERlZpZXdlcnxDaHJvbWl1bVBERlZpZXdlcnxNaWNyb3NvZnRFZGdlUERGVmlld2Vy*FdlYktpdGJ1aWx0LWluUERGfCfV2luMzI%3DfLTI0MA%3D%3DfMXwxMDA%3DfMTkyMHwxMDQwfdW5rbm93bnw0Z3wwf!f!fTf82R8kf*f*(Wil45%3D&crst=1695251602&wrst=1695251602&muid=m1evd5eeKVD6
https://clck.adskeeper.com/ghits/17172687/i/57687071/2/pp/1/1?h=tDa7Vh4ru21zlajAWmZCjC1u6U1wo5BPZXuAqPGEq3Do6uka6sVa1zMsGkdRpdlDunrRabAjHruFQjOhSnDY_A**&rid=d5500246-580b-11ee-82b8-c84bd684f2a6&ts=rumormillnews.com&tt=Referral&att=4&cpm=1&abd=1&iv=11&ct=1&gdprApplies=0&st=-240&mp4=1&h2=r76fItHJLLyMus7d7r3VRc4NXUFspORJ_VBWcpntmnc*&k=1354709fcffYq47ZxefYq47q4mffMjQ4*DM5Nw%3D%3Df!fM~fI6f.%3DffMjI3Ljc1ODk0MTY1MDM5MDYy*DE1M%244zODM5NDE2NTAzOTA2Mg%3D%3DffKb6LbBffTf%3AfaHR0cHM6Ly93d3cudGhlYnVybmluZ3BsYXRmb3JtLmNvb%248yMDIzLzA5LzE5L2tpbmctb2YtdmlydXNlcy8%3DfaHR0cHM6Ly93d3cucnVtb3JtaWxsbmV3cy5jb20vfaHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuc3RldmVxdWF5bGUuY29tLw%3D%3DfQ%3AfMjQ4*Dk2OHwyMTh8ODI0fMQ%3D%3DfIf!fcfMTUx*DIyN3wxMDN8MjUyfeAfQ8fYq47aFsf!fTW96aWxsY%2481LjAgKFdpbmRvd3MgTlQgNi4xOyBXaW42NDsgeDY0K%24BBcHBsZVdlYktpdC81MzcuMzYgKEtIVE1MLCBsaWtlIEdlY2tvK%24BDaHJvbWUvMTA5LjAuMC4wIFNhZmFya%2481MzcuMzYgT1B%24Lzk1LjAuMC4wfUERGVmlld2Vy*ENocm9tZVBERlZpZXdlcnxDaHJvbWl1bVBERlZpZXdlcnxNaWNyb3NvZnRFZGdlUERGVmlld2Vy*FdlYktpdGJ1aWx0LWluUERGfCfV2luMzI%3DfLTI0MA%3D%3DfMXwxMDA%3DfMTkyMHwxMDQwfdW5rbm93bnw0Z3wwf!f!fTf82R8kf*f*(Wil45%3D&crst=1695251602&wrst=1695251602&muid=m1evd5eeKVD6
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to get whatever he wants. He believes the world needs to be de-populated and is doing 
everything in his power to accomplish this task. His father was a huge proponent of 
eugenics and his billionaire son is continuing the old man’s goal. 
 

 
 
His foundation funded Event 201, along with his WEF cohorts, a mere months before 
they rolled out the covid plandemic across the globe. This dude planned the entire 
scam, while pretending to be a doctor, despite being a college dropout. By buying the 
MSM, he had a platform to expound upon the beauty of vaccines. He demanded 
everyone get jabbed. We now know for a fact these toxic jabs have killed millions, while 
shortening the life expectancy of millions more. This was his plan all along. 
 
We know he has bought up millions of acres of farmland. He has no intention of farming 
that land. He just doesn’t want anyone else to farm it and provide food for us lowly 
eaters. He has released millions of mosquitos in Florida. Why? Now malaria has reared 
its ugly head in the U.S. Coincidence? He uses his billions to conduct experiments in 
Africa. He funds geo-engineering projects to block the sun. He is a powerful pedophile, 
with a desire to depopulate the planet, and a co-conspirator in the Great Reset, where 
you will own nothing, live in 15 minute gulag cities, eat bugs, and be happy. Or else. 
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JPMorgan CEO suggests government seize private property to 
quicken climate initiatives 
In a letter to shareholders, Dimon wrote that 'permitting reforms are desperately needed 
to allow investment to be done in any kind of timely way. We may even need to evoke 
[sic] eminent domain' 
 
FOX Business co-hosts of ‘The Bottom Line’ Dagen McDowell and Sean Duffy react to 
JPMorgan CEO Chase Jamie Dimon saying that remote work ‘doesn’t work’ on ‘Fox & 
Friends Weekend.’ 
 
In his annual letter to shareholders, JPMorgan Chase CEO Jamie Dimon suggested 
that the U.S. government and climate conscious corporations may have to seize 
citizen’s private property to enact climate initiatives while there still time to stave off 
climate disasters. 
 
Dimon declared Tuesday that "governments, businesses and non-governmental 
organizations" may need to invoke "eminent domain" in order to get the "adequate 
investments fast enough for grid, solar, wind and pipeline initiatives." 
 
"Eminent domain" is a legal term that describes the government using its power to 
expropriate private property for public use, provided the government provides private 
owners proper compensation. 
 
In his letter, which touted the successes of the financial services company in 2022 as 
well as providing shareholders a vision for its future, Dimon made the case that it might 
be time to justify eminent domain in America to ease the climate crisis. According to the 
CEO, such drastic measures may be employed because time is short.  
 
"The window for action to avert the costliest impacts of global climate change is 
closing," he said, along with mentioning his concern that the "ongoing war in Ukraine is 
roiling trade relations across Europe and Asia and redefining the way countries and 
companies plan for energy security." 
 
"The need to provide energy affordably and reliably for today, as well as make the 
necessary investments to decarbonize for tomorrow, underscores the inextricable links 
between economic growth, energy security and climate change. We need to do more, 
and we need to do so immediately," Dimon added. 
 
He then mentioned that "governments, businesses and non-governmental organizations 
need to align" on policies to expedite climate solutions. Dimon added, "Massive global 
investment in clean energy technologies must be done and must continue to grow year-
over-year." 
 
He floated eminent domain as one of these policies that could speed up building green 
infrastructure.  
  

https://www.foxnews.com/video/6322017238112
https://www.foxnews.com/media/wsj-slams-rep-tlaib-trying-incite-bank-run-against-jp-morgan-after-ceo-rejects-climate-demands
https://www.foxnews.com/category/us/environment/climate-change
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Climate change activists vandalize a painting to bring awareness to climate 
change.  (Letzte Generation) 
 
"At the same time, permitting reforms are desperately needed to allow investment to be 
done in any kind of timely way. We may even need to evoke [sic] eminent domain," 
Dimon stated. 
 
The CEO justified this potential government and corporate seizure of public property, 
saying that "we simply are not getting the adequate investments fast enough for grid, 
solar, wind and pipeline initiatives." 
 
Dimon concluded his letter’s statement on climate change, saying, "Polarization, 
paralysis and basic lack of analysis cannot keep us from addressing one of the most 
complex challenges of our time. Diverse stakeholders need to come together, seeking 
the best answers through engagement around our common interest." 
 
 

More Hospitals Across the US Are Bringing Back Mask Mandates 
A handful of hospitals in multiple states announced this week that COVID-19 mask 
mandates will be re-implemented as officials cite an increase in COVID-19 cases. 
 
On Sept. 15, the Baystate Health system in Massachusetts announced that it would 
require masks for anyone entering patient rooms or patient care areas. That includes 
doctors, nurses, visitors, and patients, it said. 
 
"In order to protect the safety and health of our patients, visitors, and employees, we 
must re-institute the requirement that face masks be worn by employees and visitors in 
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all direct patient care areas in Baystate Health hospitals and the Cancer Center, 
effective immediately," the announcement said. "Our team will be continually monitoring 
the state of COVID-19 in our communities so that our policies can adjust based on the 
risk assessment.” 
 
Also on Sept. 15, the University of Chicago Medical Center in Illinois told CBS Chicago 
and other local media that mask mandates will be in effect for workers who are in direct 
contact with patients. Employees who don't have symptoms don't have to wear masks 
in certain areas such as workrooms, public areas, and break rooms, and during 
meetings, officials said. 
 
“Based on our internal data, COVID cases amongst employees are doubling every 
week, and patient cases have increased in all locations,” Dr. Emily Landon, executive 
medical director for infection prevention and control at the hospital, said in a memo, 
according to the Chicago Sun-Times. 
 
In Pennsylvania, Mount Nittany Health stated on Sept. 14 that it would mandate that 
employees wear masks while engaging with patients. The mandate will run until Sept. 
29, according to a news release cited by a local outlet, and it doesn't include a mandate 
for visitors or patients. 
 
“Mount Nittany Health will continue to monitor the situation and make changes as 
appropriate,” the hospital said. “If patients or visitors have symptoms of COVID-19 or 
respiratory illness, Mount Nittany Health asks that they please take the appropriate 
precautions and kindly mask in Mount Nittany Health facilities.” 
 
At about the same time, Cape Regional Medical Center in Cape May County, New 
Jersey, confirmed that it would also be reinstating a mask mandate. There's no mandate 
for visitors or patients, officials said. 
 
"In response to an increase in the number of patients hospitalized with COVID at Cape 
Regional Medical Center as well as community members with COVID, Cape Regional 
Medical Center team members are wearing masks when providing direct patient care," 
a hospital spokesperson told a local New Jersey station. 
 
Recent data from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention showed that 
hospitalizations across the United States were up by 8.7 percent in the week ending 
Sept. 2. However, the total number of COVID-19 hospital admissions is still very low 
relative to previous years and previous increases in hospitalizations. 
 
Last month, a doctor with Tufts Medicine said that the recent rise in COVID-19 cases 
shouldn't be of concern. 
 
"An upswing is not a surge; it's not even a wave," Dr. Shira Doron, chief infection control 
officer for Tufts Medicine, told ABC News. "What we're seeing is a very gradual and 

https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#datatracker-home
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small upward trajectory of cases and hospitalizations, without deaths really going along, 
which is great news." 
 
In August, UMass Memorial Health in Massachusetts confirmed in a statement that it 
would re-impose masking for staff. Patients and visitors are exempt from the mandate, it 
stated. 
 
"We have continued to see a dramatic increase in the number of COVID-19-positive 
employees over the past two weeks, which has led to exposures of both fellow 
caregivers and patients," the statement read. "In response to this, as a protective 
measure for our staff and patients, effective immediately, we are requiring mandatory 
caregiver masking for all patient encounters in all licensed clinical areas." 
 
A Kaiser Permanente location in Santa Rosa, California, stated that it would again 
require masks because of what it said was a rise in COVID-19 tests as of Aug. 22. 
However, days later, the hospital clarified that the mandate applies only to staff and 
physicians, not visitors and patients. 
 
Kaiser told a local newspaper in Santa Rosa that it's still "strongly encouraging masks 
for patients, members, and visitors in the hospital and medical offices in the Santa Rosa 
Service Area in response to this latest increase in COVID-19 cases." But face coverings 
aren't required for those people, it stated. 
 
Several hospitals in upstate New York announced in August that masks will be 
mandatory for not only staff but also patients and visitors. They include United Health 
Services in Binghamton, Auburn Community Hospital in Auburn, Upstate University 
Hospital in Syracuse, and Samaritan Health facilities in Watertown. 

 

The Kingston Report cross-posted a post from Peter’s Newsletter 
Karen Kingston 
Sep 21 · The Kingston Report 
Today has been a tidal wave of irrefutable evidence that C19 mRNA injections directly 
cause disease, disabilities & death. The question is, "With all of this evidence, how are 
any US and global civilians and politicians still deceived that the C19 mRNA injections 
are available for any other reason other than to cause injury and death?" 
 
Are we being called at this time to make amends with those who are still being deceived 
in order to share the truth and help save them? 
 
Using Southern Hemisphere data, New report from Denis Rancourt et al. estimates 17 
million died following C19 injections – ONE DEATH PER 800 DOSES and that injecting 
the elderly was NOT a good idea.  If that one death per 800 doses was replicated in the 
US, around 860,000 Americans have been killed by C19 injections. 
PETER HALLIGAN 
SEP 21 
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COVID-19 vaccine-associated mortality in the Southern Hemisphere – CORRELATION 
(correlation-canada.org) 
 
Which links to this 180 page report: 
https://correlation-canada.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/09/2023-09-17-Correlation-
Covid-vaccine-mortality-Southern-Hemisphere-cor.pdf  
 
Titled “COVID-19 vaccine-associated mortality in the Southern Hemisphere” by Denis 
G. Rancourt,1, * PhD ; Marine Baudin,2 PhD ; Joseph Hickey,1 PhD ; Jérémie Mercier,2 
PhD. 
 
Children’s Health Defense covered the research in depth here: 
 
‘Definite Causal Link’ Between COVID Vaccine Rollouts and Peaks in All-Cause 
Mortality, New Study Finds • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org) 
 
There are a number of startling claims like this one: 
 
“Through a statistical analysis of mortality data, the authors calculated the fatal toxicity 
risk-per-injection increased significantly with age, but averaged 1 death per 800 
injections across all ages and countries. 
 
By that calculation, with 13.5 billion injections given up to Sept. 2, 2023, the researchers 
estimated there were 17 million COVID-19 vaccination deaths (± 500,000) globally 
following the vaccine roll-out.” 
 
One death for every 800 doses – given the 677 million doses administered in the US, 
that implies a little over 846,000 Americans killed by C19 injections, though it may be 
lower because of the especially toxic Oxford/Astra Zeneca injections, amongst others 
used in the Southern Hemisphere. 
 
There were 17 countries that met the criteria set by the researchers. 
“Seventeen equatorial and Southern-Hemisphere countries were studied (Argentina, 
Australia, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Malaysia, New Zealand, Paraguay, 
Peru, Philippines, Singapore, South Africa, Suriname, Thailand, Uruguay), which  
comprise 9.10% of worldwide population, 10.3% of worldwide COVID-19 injections 
(vaccination rate of 1.91 injections per person, all ages), virtually every COVID-19 
vaccine type and manufacturer, and span 4 continents.” 
 
There is confirmation that prioritizing and trying to stimulate the almost non-existent 
immune systems of the elderly (and infirm?) proved disastrous. 
 
“The large age dependence and large values of vDFR quantified in this study of 17 
countries on 4 continents, using all the main COVID-19 vaccine types and 
manufacturers, should induce governments to immediately end the baseless public 

https://correlation-canada.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/09/2023-09-17-Correlation-Covid-vaccine-mortality-Southern-Hemisphere-cor.pdf
https://correlation-canada.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/09/2023-09-17-Correlation-Covid-vaccine-mortality-Southern-Hemisphere-cor.pdf
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health policy of prioritizing elderly residents for injection with COVID-19 vaccines, until 
valid risk-benefit analyses are made.” 
 
Here’s a couple of charts from the CHD article with this preceding paragraph 
 

 
 
“The paper includes reporting, graphs and data analysis by a number of different 
methods showing the temporal relationships between the pandemic announcement, 
vaccines and spikes in all-cause mortality for each individual country.” 
 
“Transitions between regimes of mortality — ACM by time (blue), vaccine administration 
by time (orange) and the average ACM by time (red). The March 11, 2020 pandemic 
declaration date is shown by a vertical grey line in each panel. The data sources are 
specified in Appendix A of the study. Credit: Rancourt, Baudin, Hickey and Mercier.” 
 
 
 

The Greatest Hoax 

  
Who Owns You? 
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1. The IRS is not a U.S. Government Agency. It is an Agency of the IMF. 
(Diversified Metal Products v. IRS et al. CV-93-405E-EJE U.S.D.C.D.I., Public Law 
94-564, Senate Report 94-1148 pg. 5967, Reorganization Plan No. 26, Public Law 
102-391.) 
  
2. The IMF is an Agency of the UN. (Black’s Law Dictionary 6th Ed. Pg. 816) 
  
3. The U.S. Has not had a Treasury since 1921. (41 Stat. Ch.214 pg. 654) 
  
4. The U.S. Treasury is now the IMF. (Presidential Documents Volume 29-No.4 
pg.113, 22 U.S.C. 285-288) 
  
5. The United States does not have any employees because there is no longer a 
United States. No more reorganizations. After over 200 years of operating under 
bankruptcy its finally over. (Executive Order 12803) Do not personate one of the 
creditors or shareholders or you will go to Prison.18 U.S.C. 914 
  
6. The FCC, CIA, FBI, NASA and all of the other alphabet gangs were never part of 
the United States government. Even though the "US Government" held shares of 
stock in the various Agencies. (U.S. V. Strang , 254 US 491, Lewis v. US, 680 F.2d, 
1239) 
  
7. Social Security Numbers are issued by the UN through the IMF. The Application 
for a Social Security Number is the SS5 form. The Department of the Treasury 
(IMF) issues the SS5 not the Social Security Administration. The new SS5 forms 
do not state who or what publishes them, the earlier SS5 forms state that they are 
Department of the Treasury forms. You can get a copy of the SS5 you filled out by 
sending form SSA-L996 to the SS Administration. (20 CFR chapter 111, subpart B 
422.103 (b) (2) (2) Read the cites above) 
  
8. There are no Judicial courts in America and there has not been since 1789. 
Judges do not enforce Statutes and Codes. Executive Administrators enforce 
Statutes and Codes. (FRC v. GE 281 US 464, Keller v. PE 261 US 428, 1 Stat. 138-
178) 
  
9. There have not been any Judges in America since 1789. There have just been 
Administrators. (FRC v. GE 281 US 464, Keller v. PE 261 US 428 1Stat. 138-178) 
  
10. According to the GATT you must have a Social Security number. House 
Report (103-826) 
  
11. We have One World Government, One World Law and a One World Monetary 
System. * 
  
12. The UN is a One World Super Government. * 
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13. No one on this planet has ever been free. This planet is a Slave Colony. There 
has always been a One World Government. It is just that now it is much better 
organized and has changed its name as of 1945 to the United Nations. * 
  
14. New York City is defined in the Federal Regulations as the United Nations. 
Rudolph Gulliani stated on C-Span that "New York City was the capital of the 
World" and he was correct. (20 CFR chapter 111, subpart B 422.103 (b) (2) (2) 
  
15. Social Security is not insurance or a contract, nor is there a Trust Fund. 
(Helvering v. Davis 301 US 619, Steward Co. V. Davis 301 US 548.) 
  
16. Your Social Security check comes directly from the IMF which is an Agency of 
the UN. (Look at it if you receive one. It should have written on the top left United 
States Treasury.) 
  
17. You own no property, slaves can't own property. Read the Deed to the 
property that you think is yours. You are listed as a Tenant. (Senate Document 43, 
73rd Congress 1st Session) 
  
18. The most powerful court in America is not the United States Supreme Court 
but, the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania. (42 Pa.C.S.A. 502) 
  
19. The Revolutionary War was a fraud. See (22, 23 and 24) 
  
20. The King of England financially backed both sides of the Revolutionary war. 
(Treaty at Versailles July 16, 1782, Treaty of Peace 8 Stat 80) 
  
21. You cannot use the Constitution to defend yourself because you are not a 
party to it. (Padelford Fay & Co. v. The Mayor and Alderman of The City of 
Savannah 14 Georgia 438, 520) 
  
22. America is a British Colony. (THE UNITED STATES IS A CORPORATION, NOT 
A LAND MASS AND IT EXISTED BEFORE THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR AND THE 
BRITISH TROOPS DID NOT LEAVE UNTIL 1796.) Respublica v. Sweers 1 Dallas 
43, Treaty of Commerce 8 Stat 116, The Society for Propagating the Gospel, &c. V. 
New Haven 8 Wheat 464, Treaty of Peace 8 Stat 80, IRS Publication 6209, Articles 
of Association October 20, 1774.) 
  
23. Britain is owned by the Vatican. (Treaty of 1213) 
  
24. The Pope can abolish any law in the United States. (Elements of Ecclesiastical 
Law Vol.1 53-54) 
  
25. A 1040 form is for tribute paid to Britain. (IRS Publication 6209) 
  
26. The Pope claims to own the entire planet through the laws of conquest and 
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discovery. (Papal Bulls of 1455 and 1493) 
  
27. The Pope has ordered the genocide and enslavement of millions of people. 
(Papal Bulls of 1455 and 1493) 
  
28. The Pope's laws are obligatory on everyone. (Bened. XIV., De Syn. Dioec, lib, 
ix., c. vii., n. 4. Prati, 1844)(Syllabus, prop 28, 29, 44) 
  
29. We are slaves and own absolutely nothing not even what we think are our 
children. (Tillman v. Roberts 108 So. 62, Van Koten v. Van Koten 154 N.E. 146, 
Senate Document 43 & 73rd Congress 1st Session, Wynehammer v. People 13 
N.Y. REP 378, 481) 
  
30. Military Dictator George Washington divided the States (Estates) into 
Districts. (Messages and papers of the Presidents Vo 1, pg 99. Webster’s 1828 
dictionary for definition of Estate.) 
  
31. "The People" does not include you and me. (Barron v. Mayor & City Council of 
Baltimore. 32 U.S. 243) 
  
32. The United States Government was not founded upon Christianity. (Treaty of 
Tripoli 8 Stat 154.) 
  
33. It is not the duty of the police to protect you. Their job is to protect the 
Corporation and arrest code breakers. Sapp v. Tallahassee, 348 So. 2nd. 363, 
Reiff v. City of Philadelphia, 477 F.Supp. 1262, Lynch v. N.C. Dept of Justice 376 
S.E. 2nd. 247. 
  
34. Everything in the "United States" is For Sale: roads, bridges, schools, 
hospitals, water, prisons airports etc. I wonder who bought Klamath lake. Did 
anyone take the time to check? (Executive Order 12803) 
  
35. We are Human capital. (Executive Order 13037) 
  
36. The UN has financed the operations of the United States government for over 
50 years and now owns every man, women and child in America. The UN also 
holds all of the Land in America in Fee Simple. * 
  
37. The good news is we don't have to fulfill "our" fictitious obligations. You can 
discharge a fictitious obligation with another's fictitious obligation. * 
  
38. The depression and World War II were a total farce. The United States and 
various other companies were making loans to others all over the World during 
the Depression. The building of Germany’s infrastructure in the 1930's including 
the Railroads was financed by the United States. That way those who call 
themselves "Kings," "Prime Ministers," and "Fuhrer," etc. could sit back and play 

http://www.sweetliberty.org/issues/bless/eo13037.htm
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a game of chess using real people. Think of all of the Americans, Germans etc. 
who gave their lives thinking they were defending their Countries which didn't 
even exist. The millions of innocent people who died for nothing. Isn't it obvious 
why Switzerland is never involved in these fiascoes? That is where the "Bank of 
International Settlements" is located. Wars are manufactured to keep your eye off 
the ball. You have to have an enemy to keep the illusion of "Government" in 
place. * 
  
39. The "United States" did not declare Independence from Great Britain or King 
George. * 
  
40. Guess who owns the UN? 
  
* Caveat Redemptor - Verify for yourself 
 
Now most of you will be a skeptic to all of those 40 statements above, as I was for more 
than forty years ago.  As a student of history, over the years I did as they say, “the 
research” when the Internet opened the world of information.  I loved going to the library 
as a teenager and being a “Truth Seeker” I had to learn for myself what they did not 
teach in public schools and you can understand why so.  In my working years I was 
audited by the IRS on three occasions and I won all three audits.  I was successful 
defeating them by using their own regulations but I could have won my cases had I 
challenged them to “show me the law” as Aaron Russo, producer of Eddie Murphy’s 
movie “Trading Places”.  Aaron Russo did a video “America: From Freedom to 
Fascism”.  Everyone should watch it, and it is still on the Internet.  I’ve watched it 
several times, and I believe I have a copy in my files in my basement.    
 
It has been my experience that most people are sheepole and “cave” in order to go 
along by going along with the government bovine excrement.  Needless to say, I have 
been a “conspiracy fact” minded person since the Army lied to me in 1956, when they 
broke the contractual terms of my enlistment.  As the list above confirms we are already 
slaves of the Old World Order being wrapped in utopia paper and become citizens in 
the Antichrist New World Order!  People are largely stupid and if you keep them fed, fat, 
and comfortable, they will do anything to comply!  
   
   
 

Satellite Internet Connectivity 
As of September 20, 2023 there are 145,574 5G Deployments around the world 
operated by 226 5G operators.  The following are specific operators of 5G satellite 
telecommunication.  When you add up the list below it does not require a PhD to 
know there are infinitely tens of thousands more 5G satellite deployments than 
this list posted on a Christian prophecy site names.  Keep on your calendar the 
date of October 4th, 2023 when the EBS system does a test of the Emergency 
Broadcast System, and it is stated to occur at 2:20 pm.  A back up date is 
scheduled for October 11th at 2:20 pm.  Take emergency measures to make sure 
your 4Glt and 5G “smart” phones are inoperable (unable to ping for a cell 
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connection).  Put them in a Faraday bag, or double-wrap them with aluminum foil 
wrap.  That old marketing term “reach out and touch someone” includes every 
phone on the planet. Todd Callender issued the warning and it is up to you to 
protect yourself (especially if you were vaxxed with one of the kill shots) from 
what is planned.  
  

 Amazon seeks to put up 3,236 satellites by the end of the decade. Called 
the Kuiper system (or Project Kuiper). They have two launches planned for 
2023 and service expected to arrive to customers in late 2024. 

 OneWeb sought an initial 650 satellites. As of February 2023 they had 542 
active satellites in low earth orbit. 

 Starlink (Elon Musk). Over 4,500 satellites were working in orbit by May, 
2023, with plans for over 42,000 within five years. Currently over 1.5 million 
active subscribers in 50+ countries with global mobile phone service to be 
implemented in 2023. 

 China is planning to deploy 40,000 of is own satellites to pursue its agenda, 
claiming to desire additional Internet coverage across its expansive 
geography. Critics note that such technology can also be used for 
surveillance and control. 

 Iridium started in 1998 and now has 82 active satellites and a partnership 
with Qualcomm for Android users. 

 Globalstar Communications became functional in 1998 with 75 current 
satellites and functionality with the Apple iPhone 14. 

 

 
UN President Approves Pandemic Declaration — Privacy Experts 
Warn of ‘Digital Gulag’ 
Over the objections of 11 nations, the United Nations General Assembly president 
today approved a declaration on pandemic prevention that seeks to create a 
global pandemic authority. Critics said the declaration supports COVID-19-style 
restrictions, including “closing schools and disproportionately throwing women 
out of work and into poverty.” 
By Michael Nevradakis, Ph.D. 
 
The United Nations (U.N.) General Assembly (UNGA) president 
today approved the non-binding U.N declaration on Pandemic Prevention, 
Preparedness and Response (PPPR), without a full assembly vote and over the 
objections of 11 nations. 
 
Critics called the declaration, which seeks to create a global pandemic authority 
with the power to enforce lockdowns, universal vaccination and censorship of 
“misinformation,” “hypocrisy” and “unhinged.” 
 
The approval came as part of a high-level meeting on PPPR. But what does the 
declaration mean in practice? 
 

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/authors/michael-nevradakis-ph-d/
https://healthpolicy-watch.news/world-leaders-agree-to-historic-but-non-binding-declaration-on-pandemic-preparedness-and-response/
https://www.un.org/pga/77/wp-content/uploads/sites/105/2023/09/PPPR-Final-Text.pdf
https://www.who.int/news-room/events/detail/2023/09/20/default-calendar/un-general-assembly-high-level-meetings-on-health-2023
https://www.who.int/news-room/events/detail/2023/09/20/default-calendar/un-general-assembly-high-level-meetings-on-health-2023
https://www.who.int/news-room/events/detail/2023/09/20/default-calendar/un-general-assembly-high-level-meetings-on-health-2023
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For proponents, the declaration is a key step toward global coordination in 
pandemic prevention and public health. 
 
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), it “presents an opportunity … to 
prevent and prepare for pandemics and their consequences, using an approach that 
involves all government sectors.” 
The WHO also said the PPPR aims to “apply lessons learned from the COVID-
19 pandemic” and “comes as the world faces multiple humanitarian and climate-
related crises which are threatening lives and livelihoods around the world.” 
 
In a statement, WHO Director-General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus said, “If 
COVID-19 taught us nothing else, it’s that when health is at risk, everything is at 
risk.” He linked the PPPR to the U.N.’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), 
saying world leaders should “show they have learned the painful lessons of the 
pandemic.” 
 
Attorney Lawrence Gostin, head of Georgetown University’s WHO Collaborating 
Center — a key figure “playing a key behind-the-scenes role in negotiations” for 
the proposed “pandemic treaty” and amendments to the International Health 
Regulations (2005) (IHR) — said the high-level meeting “is our best chance to 
gain support and deep engagement of heads of state and government.”  
[Georgetown University is a Jesuit institution and is a defacto “Vatican” base in 
the U.S.] 
 
‘Unprecedented’ agreement comes at expense of national sovereignty 
Other experts took a different view. Author and podcaster Frank Gaffney, founder 
and president of the Center for Security Policy, told The Defender it is “very 
worrying” that the U.N. and WHO “will further encourage, if not actually authorize, 
the kind of standing capability or authority on their part to essentially dictate 
what constitutes emergencies.” 
 
“There’s no getting around the fact that it’s going to come at the expense of the 
sovereignty of the various nations that will subsequently be told that they have 
an emergency and told what they have to do about it,” he added. “This is 
unprecedented.” 
 
Gostin said “Negotiators are at a loss” as to how to balance accountability and 
sovereignty when implementing instruments like the PPPR, IHR or “pandemic 
treaty.” 
 
Writing for the Brownstone Institute, Dr. David Bell, a public health physician, 
biotech consultant and former director of Global Health Technologies at 
Intellectual Ventures Global Good Fund, said “the main aim” of the PPPR “is to 
back” the “pandemic treaty” and IHR amendments currently under negotiation by 
WHO member states. 
 

https://www.who.int/news-room/events/detail/2023/09/20/default-calendar/un-general-assembly-high-level-meetings-on-health-2023
https://www.who.int/news/item/12-09-2023-WHO-urges-focus-on-health-goals-at-UN-General-Assembly
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender_category/covid/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender_category/covid/
https://sdgs.un.org/goals
https://www.law.georgetown.edu/faculty/lawrence-o-gostin/
https://healthpolicy-watch.news/who-pandemic-treaty-the-good-the-bad-the-ugly-an-interview-with-larry-gostin/
https://apps.who.int/gb/inb/pdf_files/inb5/A_INB5_6-en.pdf
https://apps.who.int/gb/wgihr/pdf_files/wgihr2/A_WGIHR2_6-en.pdf
https://www.who.int/publications-detail-redirect/9789241580496
https://www.who.int/publications-detail-redirect/9789241580496
https://centerforsecuritypolicy.org/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/
https://brownstone.org/articles/the-uns-new-political-declaration-on-pandemics/
https://brownstone.org/author/david-bell/
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Bell said a “silence procedure” is in place, “meaning that States not responding 
will be deemed supporters of the text.” He said the text is “clearly contradictory, 
sometimes fallacious, and often quite meaningless,” and intended to centralize 
the WHO’s power. 
 
Bell told The Defender, “The declaration was not written with serious intent, but is 
essentially empty rhetoric promoting a continued centralization of control that the 
U.N. and WHO are openly seeking, at the expense of democracy, human rights 
and equality.” 
 
Francis Boyle, J.D., Ph.D., a bioweapons expert and professor of international law 
at the University of Illinois who drafted the Biological Weapons Anti-Terrorism 
Act of 1989, agreed. “The same people who drafted the pandemic treaty and the 
IHR amendments drafted the PPPR document,” Bell told The Defender. 
 
“This is a full-court press to have the entirety of the United Nations Organization, 
its specialized agencies and its affiliated organizations, back up and support their 
proposed globalist WHO worldwide totalitarian medical and scientific police 
state,” he said. 
 
Today’s high-level meeting included scheduled speeches from 158 national 
representatives, including the presidents or prime ministers of 34 countries and, 
representing the U.S., Secretary of State Anthony Blinken. 
 
Panelists included German Minister of Health Dr. Karl Lauterbach and 
representatives of the Biotechnology Innovation Organization. 
 
What does the declaration mean for you? 
The final text of the PPPR political declaration, dated Sept. 1, includes statements 
and proposals covering a range of issues, from vaccination to so-called 
“misinformation.” 
 
According to the declaration, “pandemics call for timely, urgent and continued 
leadership, global solidarity, increased international cooperation and multilateral 
commitment … to implement coherent and robust national, regional and global 
actions, driven by science … to strengthen pandemic prevention, preparedness 
and response.” 
 
Stating that “health is a precondition for all” and an indicator of “sustainable 
development,” the declaration calls for: 
 

 Universal vaccination: The declaration expresses “deep concern” 
about declining global vaccination rates, and includes a commitment 
supporting “research and development of vaccines and medicines, as well 
as preventive measures and treatments for communicable and non-
communicable diseases.” 

https://law.illinois.edu/faculty-research/faculty-profiles/francis-boyle/
https://www.congress.gov/bill/101st-congress/senate-bill/993
https://www.congress.gov/bill/101st-congress/senate-bill/993
https://www.un.org/pga/78/2023/09/08/letter-from-the-pga-pandemic-prevention-preparedness-and-response-programme-and-speakers/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/karl-lauterbach-germany-covid-vaccine-injuries/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/twitter-files-big-pharma-covid/
https://www.un.org/pga/77/wp-content/uploads/sites/105/2023/09/PPPR-Final-Text.pdf
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/chelsea-clinton-gates-foundation-who-global-vaccine-initiative/
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“Routine immunization is one of the most efficient and cost-effective public 
health interventions with the greatest reach and demonstrated health outcomes,” 
the declaration states, while highlighting the ”important role played by the private 
sector in research and development of innovative medicines,” including 
vaccines. 
 
It calls for the improvement of “routine immunization, vaccination and outreach 
capacities, including by providing evidence-based information on promoting 
confidence, uptake, demand” and “expand[ing] vaccine coverage to prevent 
outbreaks as well as the spread and re-emergence of communicable diseases.” 
 

 Makes “temporary” COVID-19 powers permanent: The declaration 
expresses “concern with the continued emergence and re-emergence of 
epidemic-prone diseases,” stating “the need … to build on the lessons 
learned and best practices from the COVID-19 pandemic,” including 
“turning, where appropriate, temporarily scaled up capacities” developed 
during the pandemic “into permanent capacities in a sustainable manner.” 

 Calls for increased surveillance and digital health documents, such as 
vaccine passports: The declaration “recognize[s] … the potential of digital 
health technologies” in “implementing and supporting health measures 
and bolstering national response efforts” to pandemics and health 
emergencies. 
 

Digital technologies such as vaccine passports are a key component of the 
under-negotiation IHR amendments. The declaration, in turn, also states a need 
for “early warning systems” and “an integrated One Health approach,” for “the 
earliest and most adequate response” to pandemics and health emergencies. 
 

 Potential social media censorship: The declaration expresses “concern 
that health-related misinformation and disinformation negatively impacted 
routine immunization services globally.” 
 

Accordingly, the declaration calls for “measures to counter and address the 
negative impacts of health-related misinformation, disinformation, hate speech 
and stigmatization, especially on social media platforms … including countering 
vaccine hesitancy … and to foster trust in public health systems and authorities.” 
 

 Calls for “pandemic treaty” and IHR amendments to be finalized: The 
declaration “encourages” the conclusion of negotiations on the IHR 
amendments and the “pandemic treaty,” suggesting that this will ensure 
“the sustainable, affordable, fair, equitable, effective, efficient and timely 
access to medical countermeasures,” including vaccines. 

 You will pay for this: The declaration “Welcome[s] the launch of 
the Pandemic Fund” to “finance critical investments” for pandemic 
preparedness and response, at a cost of $30 billion per year. This price tag 

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/who-global-digital-health-certificate/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/who-global-digital-health-certificate/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/us-developing-vaccine-passport-system/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/one-health-initiative-world-health-organization/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/who-behaviors-surveillance-social-media/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-nw-biden-asks-millions-pandemic-preparedness-global-health-security/
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includes an “estimated gap of $10 billion in new external financing per year 
outside current official development assistance levels” — namely, dues 
paid by WHO member states. 

 
According to Bell, “The WHO noted in 2019 that pandemics are rare, and 
insignificant in terms of overall mortality over the last century” but, “The WHO 
and the entire U.N. system now consider pandemics an existential and imminent 
threat.” 
 
He said this is important, because “They are asking for far more money than is 
spent on any other international health program,” which will “deliver great wealth 
to some people” and great powers for governments, which can be used to 
“reimpose the very responses that have just caused the largest growth in poverty 
and disease in our lifetimes.” 
 
“Logically, pandemics will only become more frequent if someone intends to 
make them so (so we should wonder what is going on),” Bell wrote. 
 
Bell said that while the declaration pays lip service to issues such as women’s 
rights and education, it contradicts itself by supporting COVID-19-style 
restrictions, including “closing schools and disproportionately throwing women 
out of work and into poverty.” 
 
Independent journalist James Roguski told The Defender, “The vast harms that 
have been caused by approved therapeutics and injections make the hypocrisy” 
of the declaration’s calls for “greater access” to vaccines “absolutely 
astonishing.” 
 
“If the WHO was still about improving overall health, they would obviously not be 
involved in this as it is contrary to good public health policy,” Bell said. 
 
Gostin said misinformation “poses a serious health threat, especially in vaccine 
distribution,” adding, “Balancing free speech with combating misinformation is 
challenging” and that the “WHO can lead partnerships between scientific experts 
and information disseminators to ensure credible information reaches the 
public.” 
 
Bell, however, disagreed with this view, writing, “The WHO recently publicly 
characterized people who discuss adverse effects of COVID vaccines and 
question WHO policies as ‘far-right,’ ‘anti-science aggressors,’ and ‘a killing 
force,’” adding that “This is unhinged. It is the denigration and hate speech that 
fascist regimes use.” 
 
Yet, for Gostin, the PPPR declaration isn’t enough. “It is wholly inadequate on 
concrete action, such as pledges for funding health systems,” he said, adding 
“There has been too little cooperation between the U.N. and WHO.” 

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/world-health-organization-disease-x-emergencies/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/world-health-organization-disease-x-emergencies/
https://jamesroguski.substack.com/
https://twitter.com/WHO/status/1602991915808456705?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/WHO/status/1602991915808456705?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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11 countries opposed declaration 
Consensus on the PPPR is not universal. In a Sept. 17 letter to Dennis Francis, 
president of the UNGA, co-signed by the representatives of 11 countries, 
“legitimate concerns” were raised “of a large number of developing countries 
have been ignored.” 
 
The 11 countries are Belarus, Bolivia, Cuba, the Democratic People’s Republic of 
Korea, Eritrea, the Islamic Republic of Iran, Nicaragua, the Russian Federation, 
the Syrian Arab Republic, Venezuela and Zimbabwe. 
 
Their letter broke the “silence procedure,” stating, “Our delegations are 
convinced that this is no way to handle multilateral and intergovernmental 
negotiations on issues of great relevance for the international community, 
particularly for developing countries.” 
 
It added that “no consensus has been reached on any of these processes.” 
However, the letter does not contain specific objections to the content of the 
PPPR declaration. 
 
According to Boyle, the 11 nations’ objections should “prevent this declaration 
being adopted by consensus and thus arguably becoming part of customary 
international law, which is what those behind the declaration intend.” 
 
“They could not get it through the UNGA as a Consensus Resolution because of 
the 11 objecting states,” Boyle said. “They are trying to spin it and misrepresent 
it,” he said, by having the UNGA president — not the UNGA — approve the 
declaration. 
 
Gates-supported organization pushed for PPPR declaration 
In addition to national representatives, organizations like Gavi, the Vaccine 
Alliance — recognized as a stakeholder and “observer” by the WHO — also 
participated in today’s meeting. 
 
Gavi proclaims a mission to “save lives and protect people’s health,” and states it 
“helps vaccinate almost half the world’s children against deadly and debilitating 
infectious diseases.” 
 
The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation is a partner of Gavi and holds a permanent 
seat on its board — as do the WHO, UNICEF and the World Bank. 
 
Gavi described this year’s UNGA as “a sobering milestone” on the path toward 
meeting the 2030 target date for the SDGs, and said the high-level meeting is “a 
one-time and historic opportunity for leaders to adopt a whole-of-government, 
whole-of-society, global approach to addressing pandemic threats.” 
 

https://www.nationalreview.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/09/UN-sanctions-letter.pdf
https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/broken-silence
https://apps.who.int/gb/inb/pdf_files/inb2/A_INB2_4-en.pdf
https://www.gavi.org/our-alliance/about
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/rockefeller-foundation-reset-the-table-covid-food-shortage-crisis/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/digital-surveillance-motive-behind-vaccinate-kids/
https://www.gavi.org/our-alliance/governance/gavi-board
https://www.gavi.org/our-alliance/governance/gavi-board
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/who-global-pandemic-treaty-world-bank-vaccine-passports/
https://www.gavi.org/vaccineswork/gavi-unga-78-ambition-action
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“By taking lessons from the acute phase of the pandemic, the moment is 
imminent to shape a more responsive and resilient system,” Gavi said, adding 
that “urgent action is needed to fulfill the SDG3 [health and well-being] targets 
and reach all children with life-saving vaccines.” 
 
Gavi also assigned itself a role in this process, stating, “There should also be a 
prominent role for specialised agencies such as Gavi, building on technical 
expertise and lessons from the response to the COVID-19 pandemic to achieve 
health equity.” 
 
Bell said Gavi is an example of an organization that was not “negatively 
impacted” by the COVID-19 catastrophe. “People and corporations who sponsor 
much of the WHO’s health emergency work, and that of its sister organizations 
such as CEPI, Gavi, and Unitaid, did very well from the policies they advocated so 
strongly for,” he wrote. 
 
PPPR envisions ‘digital gulag,’ negotiated in ‘secrecy’ 
Gaffney, who is hosting a webinar today relating to proposals to expand vaccine 
passports and grant the WHO more power, said PPPR is part of a broader power 
grab by the WHO and U.N., including proposals expected to be discussed at the 
U.N. in September 2024, to grant the U.N. secretary-general indefinite emergency 
powers. 
 
“Both the U.N. and WHO envision this kind of digital gulag as an underpinning 
mechanism for exercising that kind of authority, and specifically the ability of 
those entities to dictate what must be done in response to whatever they decide 
is a crisis, health-related or otherwise,” Gaffney said. “This is the thing that’s very 
alarming to me.” 
 
Dr. Michel Kazatchkine, a French physician and diplomat and member of the team 
that drafted the PPPR declaration, said the declaration and the proposal to grant 
the U.N. secretary-general emergency powers are linked. 
 
According to Roguski, the PPPR declaration is one of “four tracks that are 
important to pay attention to right now” — along with the IHR amendments 
adopted in May 2022, which he says “need to be rejected by the end of 
November,” the new IHR amendments and the “pandemic treaty” (formally named 
the WHO CA+ Framework Convention). 
 
Roguski told The Defender that the May 2024 target date for adoption of the IHR 
amendments and “pandemic treaty” at the WHO’s World Health Assembly is in 
jeopardy due to the objecting nations — a view shared by Gostin, who said the 
May 2024 deadline is “pushing it” but noting that “the reason for speed is 
compelling.” 
 

https://open.who.int/2022-23/contributors/contributor
https://cepi.net/news_cepi/preparing-for-the-next-disease-x/
https://www.gavi.org/
https://unitaid.org/
https://stopvaxpassports.org/webinar-soft-coup-hard-tyranny-spawning-global-governance-on-september-20/
https://www.un.org/en/common-agenda/summit-of-the-future
https://www.un.org/en/common-agenda/summit-of-the-future
https://www.un.org/sites/un2.un.org/files/our-common-agenda-policy-brief-emergency-platform-en.pdf
https://www.un.org/sites/un2.un.org/files/our-common-agenda-policy-brief-emergency-platform-en.pdf
http://www.michelkazatchkine.com/
https://genevahealthfiles.substack.com/p/the-remaking-of-who-finances-who
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/who-united-nations-pandemic-vote-power-grab-cola/
https://apps.who.int/gb/ebwha/pdf_files/WHA75/A75_R12-en.pdf
https://apps.who.int/gb/ebwha/pdf_files/WHA75/A75_R12-en.pdf
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/who-global-digital-health-certificate/
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Roguski said the PPPR negotiations were conducted in “secrecy” and noted the 
PPPR declaration “is silent” regarding efforts to develop a Global Digital Health 
Certification Network — which would establish a global framework for “vaccine 
passports” and other types of health certificates to be implemented. 
 
Roguski said that rather than calling for gain-of-function research to end, the 
PPPR supports funding WHO efforts “to implement a Pathogen Access and 
Benefits Sharing System.” He said this “increases the risk of the spread of deadly 
pathogens, by design.” 
 
According to the PPPR declaration, a high-level meeting reviewing progress on 
PPPR implementation will be held in New York in 2026. Other health-related high-
level meetings at the UNGA this week focus on universal health 
coverage and tuberculosis. 
 

 
LOOK UP YOUR REDEMPTION DRAWETH NIGH! 

(LUKE 21:28) 
 

The UN action on Wednesday to make the “temporary” vaccine vector to 
exterminate people “permanent” is very typical of the Modus Operandi of the 
Jesuits who historically and traditionally use the poison needle as their “Silent 
Weapon for Quiet Wars”.  You need to remember it was Pope Francis who was 
first religious leader to endorse the idea that everyone had to be vaxxed to save 
the planet.  I have the records and documents to confirm that.  I even wrote an 
article or two on the religious Judas goats, (a term for those who lead others to 
the slaughter).  They will answer to their Creator.  They include Franklin Graham, 
Robert Jeffress, Albert Mohler, along with Pope Francis.  People signed their 
death warrant because they trusted their so-called Christian leader.    
 
It is important that Christians recognize who it is that controls the big picture, and 
people of a dark world and work from the shadows.  As noted in an article further 
above, we learned that Prince Charles was off to Paris to meet Emmanuel Macron.  
Macron was a former Rothschild banker before being elected president of France, 
and the French people are paying the price for someone who married his wife, 27 
years his senior. 

 
    

Days to begin COP28 November 30
th

 as of 9/24/23 – 66 Days 
Days to end COP28 December 12

th
 as of 9/24/23 – 80 days 

 
Praise God! 

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/who-global-digital-health-certificate/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/who-global-digital-health-certificate/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cdc-robert-redfield-covid-origins/
https://www.insideeulifesciences.com/2023/07/12/pathogen-access-and-benefit-sharing-p-abs-under-the-draft-who-pandemic-treaty-why-many-vaccine-therapeutic-and-diagnostic-companies-will-be-in-scope/
https://www.insideeulifesciences.com/2023/07/12/pathogen-access-and-benefit-sharing-p-abs-under-the-draft-who-pandemic-treaty-why-many-vaccine-therapeutic-and-diagnostic-companies-will-be-in-scope/
https://www.who.int/activities/preparing-for-the-un-high-level-meeting-2023-and-achieving-health-for-all
https://www.who.int/activities/preparing-for-the-un-high-level-meeting-2023-and-achieving-health-for-all
https://www.who.int/activities/preparing-for-the-un-high-level-meeting-on-the-fight-against-tuberculosis--2023
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Blessings in the Precious Name of Jesus Christ, Lord of lords, and King of kings! 
 
 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com  
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